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	It's the American dream—start a company, make a fortune, and retire early. But to become multimillionaires in their twenties, as Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin did, boggles the mind. All they did, after all, is come up with a better way to search for things on the Internet, right? Only in part. No company achieves a market value in the range of $172 billion (in early 2008) based on a single good idea. This new entry in the Corporations That Changed the World series shows how Google exploited the rage for click through ads, instant news, mapping and satellite imagery, email, and more to create a high-tech behemoth that has done nothing less than change the way we work and live.


	Chapters in the book:


	· Explain the importance of the company and the essential disruptions it introduced that changed business forever. -Detail Google's origins and brief history


	· Present biographies of the founders and the historical context in which they launched the company. -Explain Google's strategies and innovations


	· Show how Google's treatment of employees—food for free, concierge services, laundry facilities, and more—set the bar high for any company eager to attract the best and brightest


	· Assess Google's impact on society, technology, processes, methods, etc. (Huge, considering that the company's name has become a verb in the English language!)


	· Show how Google beat Yahoo and other companies working hard to create a roadmap of the Internet. -Detail financial results over the years


	· Predict Google's future prospects and successes.


	In addition, author Virginia Scott offers special features that include a look at the colorful people associated with Google, interesting trivia, ethical issues and controversies, a focus on products, what its detractors have to say, and a look at where the company is headed. Google—a company that changed, and is changing, the world.
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Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform: A Guide for Developers and Enterprise ArchitectsApress, 2015

	Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform shows you how to take advantage of the Google Cloud Platform technologies to build all kinds of cloud-hosted software and services for both public and private consumption. Whether you need a simple virtual server to run your legacy application or you need to architect a...
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Natural Hazards GIS-Based Spatial Modeling Using Data Mining Techniques (Advances in Natural and Technological Hazards Research)Springer, 2018

	This edited volume assesses capabilities of data mining algorithms for spatial modeling of natural hazards in different countries based on a collection of essays written by experts in the field. The book is organized on different hazards including landslides, flood, forest fire, land subsidence, earthquake, and gully erosion. Chapters were...
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The Essential Guide to Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS, Ajax, and PHPFriends of Ed, 2008
Dreamweaver isn’t a difficult program to use, but it’s difficult to use well. I have been using Dreamweaver on a daily basis for about nine years, pushing it to the limit and finding out its good points—and its bad ones, too. The user interface has changed considerably in Dreamweaver CS4, and the introduction of new features, such...
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Deploying Raspberry Pi in the ClassroomApress, 2016

	Learn how to deploy Raspberry Pi computers in a classroom or lab situation and how to navigate the hardware and software choices you face.


	Deploying Raspberry Pi in the Classroom equips you with the skills and knowledge to plan and execute a deployment of Raspberry Pi computers in the classroom.  Teachers and IT...
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QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...
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Computational Line Geometry (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2010
The geometry of lines occurs naturally in such different areas as sculptured surface machining, computation of offsets and medial axes, surface reconstruction for reverse engineering, geometrical optics, kinematics and motion design, and modeling of developable surfaces. This book covers line geometry from various viewpoints and aims towards...
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